PascalCoin - A Comprehensive Guide for Noobs

by: Jason Knapp (donations welcome - 291000-95), date: Aug 16, 2017

What/who/when/why
PascalCoin (PASC) was created by Albert Molina in 2016. It is written from scratch in the Pascal
programming language. The goal was to design an altcoin to work without a historical
operations requirement, yet still able to control double spending or check balance. PascalCoin
uses a SafeBox hash, modified each time a new block is generated in the blockchain. When this
happens, the SafeBox is updated with block operations, and then a new "SafeBox hash" is
generated. After this, the entire blockchain could be deleted without losing double spending
efficiency, because the balance of each account is included in the SafeBox hash. The SafeBox
size grows, but only 5 new accounts are created per block to control the size.
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Quick Links
official web site - http://www.pascalcoin.org/
announcement on bitcointalk.org - https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1583719.0
reddit - https://www.reddit.com/r/pascalcoin/
twitter - https://twitter.com/PascalCoin
facebook - https://www.facebook.com/PascalCoin-850645181770093/
slack self-invite - http://www.pascalcoin.org/slack-self-invite/

Installing the wallet
Win - https://sourceforge.net/projects/pascalcoin/
Linux - https://github.com/PascalCoin/PascalCoin

Mining the coin
Coinotron (recommended) https://www.coinotron.com/app?action=register
miner - https://github.com/nicehash/sgminer/releases
walkthrough video - https://youtu.be/0EC_XTVgq6M
.bat setup setx GPU_MAX_ALLOC_PERCENT 100
setx GPU_USE_SYNC_OBJECTS 1
sgminer --kernel pascal -o stratum+tcp://coinotron.com:3348 -u
loginName.workerName -p password -I 21 -w 64 -g2 --gpu-platform 1
Nanopool - https://pasc.nanopool.org
Solo - PascalProxyV2 - https://github.com/Vorksholk/PascalCoinCUDA/releases/download/v1.04/CUDA_Pascal_v1.04.zip
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Exploring the wallet
Private Keys

1. Set/change your password for the associated WalletKeys.dat. If someone obtains your private
key, they will not be able to use it unless they know your password. Don't lose/forget your
password and don't make it weak.
2. This will generate a new private/public key pair, which can be aliased/named (#8). The wallet
can contain one to many private/public key pairs.
3/4. You can import/export a private key
5/6. You can import/export a public key
7. You can delete a key pair. Warning - this will remove the key and you will lose assciated
PASC/PASA unless you have a backup.
8. You can change the alias name of the key pair
9. You can export all your keys to a .dat file
10. You can import a .dat file containing private keys
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Generate a New Key

1. This is the alias name of the key pair. You can have one to many key pairs in the wallet. Each
key pair can associate to one to many PASA.
2. This is the ecliptic curve used to encrypt your key pair. Typically the higher the number, the
stronger the encryption.
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Options

1. This is the alias name of your key pair
2/3. If accessing the json rpc, select the checkbox and ensure you have the correct IP of the
remote pc and have local port 4004 open.
4. If solo mining, make sure this is checked and local port 4009 is open.
5. When solo mining, select an key option.
6. When making transactions, you can set a default fee amount. Typically .0001
7. This will open the folder which contains important files such as your WalletKey.dat and
checkpoint/safebox files.
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IP Nodes

Here you can type in certain IP nodes to connect to by selecting the checkbox
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Find Operation by OpHash

To look up information by ophash, you can see detailed information of the transaction.

If the payload is encrypted, you can select the Decode methods tab to enter information
into the textbox to Save and decrypt the payload.
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Account Explorer

1. The Account Explorer give you info about all account on the network. You can view account
balances, but you may not know who owns the account.
2. Select this box to view only accounts (PASA) that belong to you. From the dropdown, you can
select a specific alias name that is related to a key pair.
3. Input a PASA to search for and view.
4. Filter accounts balances that fall within a range of values.
5. View PASA details. The Name is a V2 feature that allows an owner to name their PASA. All
names are unique and cannot be duplicated. Refer to the Name functionality within this guide to
show how to name your PASA. The N Oper. displays how many transactions have been sent
from the account. The State represents if your account contains a recent transaction. When a
transaction is pending, the oval will be orange. When the trnaction is mined, the oval will be
yellow. The oval will gradually get greener when the transaction has had many confirms.
6. View details of a transaction: the time, the block it was included in and the operation number,
the account of thr transaction, the operation details (Tx-In/Tx-Out, Change key), the amount of
the transaction, the included fee, and the remaining balance. The Payload serves as a memo.
More on Payloads in "How to make a transaction".
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Pending Operations

Any transactions that have been sent out to the network will display here until they are mined.
When you make a transaction, you will see it here immediately.

BlockChain Explorer

1. You can filter on a range of blocks.
2. You can view details of any block here, grouped by block and number of operations on that
block. Details include Mh/s, which is the network hashrate at the time the block was found, the
Protocol which is the version of the blockchain and Deviation, which is the difference between
the optimal 300s block and the actual time between the last and next block.
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Operations Explorer

1. You can filter on a range of blocks.
2. You can view details of any operation here, grouped by Block/Op.
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Node Stats

1. These are the nodes are are currently connected to.
2. This is a list of nodes that have been naughty, so they're blacklisted.
3. This is a list of possible nodes you could potentially connect to.
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Messages

1. A list of connected nodes you can send a message to
2. The message box you enter text into. Only the receiver can decrypt the message and view it.
3. Messages that have been sent to you.
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Obtaining an Account (PASA)
Unlike other coins where you can create addresses on the fly, PASC addresses (PASA) have
restricted creation. 5 new accounts are created per block. This allows the safebox to work and
gives the coin the ability to infinitley scale and have a deletable block chain.
There are currently 5 ways to obtain a PASA.
https://pascwallet.com - choose the PASA you want to purchase. Instant transfer. Trusted
3rd party developer and long time community member. Walkthrough video https://youtu.be/m_hej5ZmbPI
http://www.getpasa.com/ - utilizes monetized api, very easy to use, can't choose PASA you
purchase. Instant transfer. Core developer of coin.
http://buypasa.madsen-taastrup.dk/ - purchase a PASA with a Euro bank wire transfer. Can
take 1-2 days for transfer. Trusted 3rd party developer and community member.
Nanopool - if you include a public key in you account settings, you will be gifted 1 PASA for
every 20 PASC you mine.
Solo mining - if you find a block yourself, you will receive 5 PASA and 100 PASC.
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Sending a transaction
Single

This is for sending PASC to another account
1. Type in the account number. The checksum (-xx) will be automatically calculated.
2. The amount you are sending.
3. The fee you are including. You can send 1 transaction in a block without a fee. If sending
multiple transactions in the same block, you must include a fee for each. For example, you are
sending to 5 different addresses, you must include a fee of at least .0005 PASC, .0001 for each.
This is to prevent spam.
4. If including a payload, you can select the encryption type. The default and recommended type
is Encrypted with destination public key. This way, only the receiver can decrypt the payload
message. If you want everyone to see the payload, then select Public.
5. The Payload serves as a memo to a transaction. You can include a short message to someone
when sending them PASC. You can also use the payload to send private encrypted messages to
your buddy, and only they can decrypt the message. Exchanges use the payload to associate
user balances to their logins.
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Change PASA Private Key – Transfer Ownership

1. Change the key to a different existing one in your wallet
2. Transfer the PASA to a new owner by inputing their public key.
Refer the the transaction functionality above for fee and payload/encryption.
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List Account For Sale

1. Select either for private or public sale
2. Set the sale price
3. Set the PASA where you wish to receive the PASC for the sale
4. When the sale is private, you enter the buyer's public key
5. When the sale is private, they have until block x to make the purchase
Refer the the transaction functionality above for fee and payload/encryption.
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Delist Account For Sale
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Buy Account

1. You input the PASA you wish to purchase, if available
2. Input the purchase amount. As noted, excess amount will go into the purchased PASA.
3. You can search for PASA for sale
4. Details for the PASA for sale
5. You define certain details while searching
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Change Info

1. You can give your PASA a name. This can/will be used in future enhancements. Imagine a
chatroom where your PASA is your username and you can send encrypted messages to others.
2. Used to differentiate accounts for different purposes. As Layer-2 protocols areestablished,
this value will become useful. Example, Type=2 may be reserved for ‘Chat Channels’ and Type=3
reserved for ‘Online Shop’.
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Massive

If you have many PASA that contain x amount of PASC, you can select accounts using the arrows
and execute a massive operation that can send all PASC from all select PASA to a single receiver.
Selectying the Operations button will open the same window as a single operation.
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